Enhanced Domestic Violence Monitoring Using Smartphone Technologies

PureProtect, because monitoring is not enough

Monitoring court determined movement restrictions, the PureProtect app offers a protective front-line for victims of domestic violence. A discrete press for help on most smartphones, PureProtect is a combination of the PureTag ankle bracelet, a comprehensive smartphone apps and PureMonitor software.

Providing law enforcement with near real-time information and many lines of communication, PureProtect runs over latest GPS, cellular, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth technologies. Using advanced zoning, proximity, alerting and management capabilities, PureProtect enforces a safe distance as it updates victims on the offender's whereabouts.
Knowing Where They Both Are

Monitoring their movements to keep their distance

A life-saving domestic violence solution and part of the PureSecurity products family, PureProtect electronic offender monitoring provides all information needed to safeguard victims and enforce court restrictions.

PureTag BLE Bracelet
- Slim, lightweight, ergonomic and hypoallergenic
- Water- and dust-proof
- Easy to assemble and fit
- 2 years battery
- Advanced tampering detection
- Encrypted RF signal

PureProtect Smartphone
- GNSS, LBS and Wi-Fi location tracking
- LTE and 5G cellular communication
- GNSS & RF proximity range alerts
- On-screen map displaying victim and aggressor location
- Two-way communication via video call, voice call and chat
- Audible, visual and vibration alarms
- Audio and video recording during proximity breach
- SOS emergency call button (panic) in case of immediate danger
- Extended battery life

PureMonitor Software
- Mobile-enabled and browser agnostic
- Comprehensive and easy to learn interface
- Clear permitted and prohibited zones
- Real-time and historic location trails of aggressor and victim during proximity breach
- Flexible alerting, reporting and analytics

About SuperCom

Founded in 1988, SuperCom is a leading global provider of advanced identification, tracking and security solutions. Working as partners and promoting transparency and ethical business practices with their investors and with over 30,000 customers, SuperCom has a presence in over 100 countries and is a publicly traded company on the NASDAQ Stock Market (SPCB).